Sub: Performance monitoring of Upgraded CBC

Ref: RDSO’s letter No.MW/CPL./BG/HT dt. 7/8.11.12 (copy enclosed)

In continuation of this office letter of even number dt. 30.10.12, kindly find enclosed for information, RDSO’s above referred letter vide which they have advised CWMs of Jamalpur, Amritsar, Samstipur & Thiruchchirapalli workshops about the marking to be done on the wagons fitted with Upgraded CBC for easy identification.

Encl: As above

Copy to: CMEs/All ZRs except ER, ECR, NR & SR
EDS/W/RDSO
1) CWM, E.C. Railway workshop, Samastipur
2) CWM, Eastern Railway Workshop, Jamalpur-811214
3) CWM, Northern Railway Workshop, Amritsar-143001
4) CWM, G.O.C. Workshop, Southern Railway, Thiruchchirapalli-620004

Sub: Performance monitoring of Upgraded CBC.
Ref: Railway Board letter No. 2012/M(N)/172/1 dated 30.10.2012

Indigenous development of Upgraded CBC is being done by RDSO for fitment on BOXNHL/BCNHL wagons. Railway Board has placed development order for development of Upgraded CBC. Vide letter under reference Mughalsarai Depot has been allocated as base depot for BOXNHL wagons (fitted with Upgraded couplers) being turned out from your workshop. Performance of these couplers needs to be closely monitored for which the following marking should be done on the wagons for easy identification:

(i) “U” code has been allotted for Upgraded CBC which should be marked on the location specified in the marking diagram of the wagon.
(ii) The legend shall be painted with black paint on yellow background on side walls at suitable location as under:

"FITTED WITH TRIAL UPGRADED CBC (UHTE) AS PER WD-70-BD-10"

The wagon numbers of the wagons fitted with Upgraded CBC may be advised to RDSO and EC Railway. This may be treated as VERY IMPORTANT.

Copy to:
1) EDME (Freight), Railway Board, New Delhi
2) ED/QA (Mech.), RDSO, Lucknow
3) CRSE, East Central Railway, Hajipur

Signed:

Date: 07.11.2012